The Riciian bias in diiffusion MRI: a technical overview
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Purpo
ose: Diffusion m
magnetic resonancce imaging (dMR
RI) is currently thhe only method for
f the in vivo and non-invasive quantification off the diffusion off water
moleccules in biologiccal tissue. Durinng the last decaade, several diffu
fusion models were
w
proposed to
o obtain quantita
tative diffusion measures,
m
and/orr fiber
reconsstructions to gainn information onn the structural and
a organizationaal features of heealthy and impaired biological tisssues, the brain white matter (W
WM) in
particu
ular. Since most of the diffusion models
m
require many
m
highly diffussion-weighted MR
R images (DWIs)), dMRI commonnly suffers from low signal-to-noisse ratio
(SNR). It is clear that tthe precision of thhe diffusion model parameter estim
mators depends on
o the SNR, howe
ever the estimatorr’s accuracy will also be affected, e.g., if
R data is not acco
ounted for. We w
would like to giv
ve a technical ove
erview of –on thhe one hand - thee effect of the soo-called
the Riice distribution oof magnitude MR
Rician
n bias in dMRI sttudies and - on the
t other hand – a selection of techhniques, which were
w proposed to reduce/remove thhe Rician bias. The
T pros and conss of the
differeent techniques wiill be discussed and
a compared.
Outlin
ne of content:
Rician
n distributed diff
ffusion weighted data: Both the reeal and imaginaryy components off the complex-vallues MR signal ar
are independently
y normal distributted. As
motion and flow will introduce phase shifts, the magniitude-reconstructeed signals are mo
ost commonly prreferred in quantititative dMRI studies. The magnittude of
bivariiate normal randoom variables is hoowever Rice distributed. Thereforee, the probability distribution function of the DW m
magnitude signal, m, is [1]:

n noise standard ddeviation and I0 the
t zeroth-order modified
m
Bessel ffunction. The conditional expectaation is
with ν the noise-free ssignal magnitudee, σ the Gaussian
given by:

with L1/2 a Laguerre poolynomial.
Rician
n bias on diffusioon measures
At hig
gh SNR, the Ricee distribution cann well be approxiimated by a norm
mal distribution. However,
H
at low SNR, the Rice ddistribution signifficantly deviates from a
Gausssian distribution. As a result, its expectation
e
value, μ, exceeds the uunderlying noise free signal intensity. Hence, appllying parameter estimation
e
methoods that
assum
me Gaussian distrributed data to loow SNR DW data will result in bbiased diffusion measures.
m
Since the
t SNR of DW data drops with increasing b-value, the
signall amplitude will iincreasingly be overestimated. Th
hat b-value depenndent overestimation of the DW signal amplitude ccauses the diffusion model parameeters to
sufferr from a Rician bbias. For Diffusiion Tensor Imagiing (DTI), the Riician bias corresp
ponds to a direction-dependent unnderestimation off the apparent difffusion
coeffiicient (ADC), cauusing underestimaation of the mean
n diffusivity and the fractional anisotropy (FA) [2]]. Overestimation
on of the FA due to eigenvalue reppulsion
has allso been reportedd [3]. For higher order
o
diffusion models,
m
such as D
Diffusion Kurtosiss Imaging (DKI),, the Rician signaal bias will be a source of artificiaal nonGausssian behavior. Thhe non-Gaussian appearing
a
of Gau
ussian diffusion w
will, for example, result in an overe
estimation of kurrtosis parameters when the DKI model
m
is
used [4].
[
Rician
n bias reduction in diffusion moddel fitting
(A) Maximum
M
Likelih
hood estimator (MLE)
(
[5]: The diffusion modell parameter vecto
or was estimated from the N inndependent DW
W signals, S, withh a ML

estimator in each voxxel by substitutinng the observed values
v
for the stoochastic variablees and maximiziing over the paraameters:

Vecto
or Ŝ(θ) contains the N DW signaals, Ŝn(θ), recon
nstructed with thee preferred diffu
usion model. The
e MLE has in thheory favorable properties:
p
asympptotical
consisstency, normalityy and efficiency. In practice, this MLE might sufffer from a signifficant bias due to
o motion and edddy current corrections – applied prior
p
to
modell fitting – which aalter the DW dataa distribution.
(B) Conditional least squares (CLS): One can minimizze the sum of squuared deviations about
a
the conditio
onal expectation oof a Rice distribu
uted DW signal. Given
G
a
m
parameters,, θ, by minimizin
ng the conditionall sum of squares:
set of DW measuremennts, S, we estimatte the diffusion model

a
of norrmally distributedd error terms ren
nders maximum llikelihood estimaation equivalent to
t the minimizatiion of a sum of squares.
s
The metthod of
The assumption
condittional least squarres (CLS) enjoyss consistency and asymptotic norrmality, under so
ome mild regularrity conditions [66]. The diffusion
n model parameters are
estimaated by solving tthe equation usinng Levenberg-Maarquardt optimizaation. Weights sh
hould be applied to cope with the signal dependen
ncy of the variancce of a
Rice distribution.
d
Priorr knowledge of thhe noise level is recommended beccause of the lack of a unique solution in some casess (e.g. isotropic diffusion).
d
If DW data is
correccted for motion annd eddy current distortions
d
prior to
o model fitting, thhe CLS estimatorr remains asympttotically unbiasedd in high SNR or homogeneous reggions.
(C) Bias
B
reducing n
nonlinear least squares (brNLS
S): At moderatee SNR, the con
nditional expectattion of a Rice distribution can be approximateed [1]:
μ ≈ ν 2 + σ 2 resultinng in following esstimator:
.
This approximation
a
off the CLS is a fastt way to reduce th
he Rician bias, buut the approach sttill suffers from a bias when usingg high b-valued DW data.
Rician
n noise level estim
mation in diffusiion weighted data
a
Noisee estimation is a cchallenging, thouggh important task
k, because the acccuracy and precision of the parame
eter estimation w
will depend on thee prior knowledgee of the
noise level. Most of thhe existing noise estimation methods often fail in ddMRI because off the spatial dependency of the nooise, low signal-to
o-noise ratio (SN
NR) and
RI and we will coompare them with
h our own (unpublished)
the restricted spatial reesolution. We will give a brief oveerview of noise leevel estimators deeveloped for dMR
D wavelet transfoormation of the DW
D data [7] and aan iterative correcction scheme [8].
approach based on a 3D
mary: The Riciann bias becomes increasingly impo
ortant in dMRI bbecause of the gro
owing use of high b-values. In thhis work, we will firstly give a tecchnical
Summ
overview of the effectt of the Rician biias in dMRI, with
h a focus on DTII, DKI and consttraint spherical de
econvolution (CSSD). Secondly, we
w will compare several
s
DW data. Finally
y, we will discusss the importance of prior noise level estimation annd how
estimaators, which accoount to certain deegree for the Ricee distribution of D
this esstimation is challeenging in dMRI. Several approach
hes for noise leveel estimation will be compared.
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